Welcome! Now kindly save the climate...

This week G20 leaders will meet in London to discuss a more coordinated response to the financial and economic crisis. They have an opportunity to turn crisis into opportunity and launch a low-carbon recovery. This week tens of thousands of people are taking to the streets calling for equity and climate protection. It is against this backdrop of both hope and urgency that Eco welcomes the delegates of the UNFCCC to Bonn. It is now eight years since COP6-bis, when the world agreed the Bonn Marrakesh accords, signaling that the US could not derail Kyoto. Eco is thrilled to welcome the US back to the United Nations – continued on back page, col. 3

...and ensuring coherence of those actions, helping to avoid a duplication of work.

There can be no doubt about the two primary tasks facing the delegates: negotiating an agreement capable of keeping the world below the 2°C threshold, and addressing the critical needs of the developing world to survive, to develop sustainably, and adapt to the climate change that will not be avoided. These two goals must guide us as we begin a race that will no doubt be both a sprint and a marathon.

Staying below 2°C begins with the reality of “common but differentiated responsibilities”. This week Annex I countries must show what it means to take the lead. This means both emissions reductions of at least 25 to 40% below 1990 levels, and the serious – not grudging – provision of financing and technology for mitigation and adaptation in the developing world. The Copenhagen commitments of all Annex I countries will have to encompass the provision of financial support, technological support and capacity-building for both adaptation and mitigation, as well as deep, legally binding, emissions reduction obligations. It should in particular be recognized that technology cooperation is a key to a Copenhagen deal. But Copenhagen also requires the engagement of the developing countries in the transition to low-carbon development, including the reduction of emissions from deforestation, with the appropriate support as agreed to in the Bali Roadmap.

Addressing the sustainable development and adaptation needs of the developing world begins with paying the past due bills – making good on the many unmet commitments to e.g. the LDC fund, so that the implementation of NAPAs can finally get underway.

The financial architecture to deliver this support should be capable of providing adequate and predictable flows of money – (note: no capitals) to save the climate... – continued on back page, col. 1

The EU appears determined to test the patience of the G-77 and China to the breaking point. Developing countries spent last year producing concrete proposals on technology and finance, as well as outlining national action plans as in many other areas, and they have as of yet gotten little more than a cold shoulder from their Annex I counterparts. A strong financing package with clear numbers is essential if we are to achieve a global deal in Copenhagen. As European Commissioner Dimas said in January this year: “No money, no deal”. Only when the financial gap for developing countries is widely recognized and accepted, will countries further efforts towards planning national mitigation actions and adaptation strategies. Open and constructive negotiations on the finance package, in the spirit of trust-building, should start in earnest here in Bonn. The upcoming G20 hopefully would intensify political pressure on governments to put concrete numbers on the table. ECO is looking forward to see how the EU will translate its new climate finance position in the talks this week.

To be fair, if one takes a more detailed look, the elements spelt out in the EU climate finance proposals are a step in the right direction. The EU leaders decided to support... – continued on back page, col. 3

Responsible global financing

Since Bali, EU negotiators have dodged the crucial financing discussions because they were “not ready”. Last week the EU Heads of State and Government finally adopted a new position on climate financing. So does this mean the EU is finally ready to start negotiating seriously with some real numbers for the money they are willing to put on the table?

Sadly, not quite. EU’s political leaders have not committed to any concrete quantified financial support figure for developing countries, besides the statement that the EU will contribute its ‘fair share’.
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Youth for AOSIS

In Friday’s LCA pre-sessional, the Marshall Islands made a statement (during a Q&A session) that some here at CAN – particularly the youth – picked up with interest. (The Marshall Islands later admitted to the chair that they jumped the gun a little, considering that negotiations had not yet started…) “Science must not take a back seat… if it does, this will ultimately lead to an unsignable agreement… We are in the uncomfortable position of negotiating for our sovereignty… our fundamental human rights… our survival. And our survival is not negotiable.”

The global youth movement – another oft-forgotten constituency who are also fighting for their very survival, are particularly heartened by such non-compromising statements and policies from AOSIS – the youth similarly refuse to see their future simply negotiated away. Youth are especially grateful for AOSIS’s continued advocacy of the principle of intergenerational equity.

Although AOSIS is not so politically powerful as the US or the EU, they seem to be the inspirational, moral leadership of this process. For example, in the UN Human Rights Council just this last week, the Maldives’s ‘Resolution L30’ has been successfully adopted. It is now morally binding upon all states supporting the resolution to reach an effective agreement in international climate change negotiations, as it is an issue of fundamental human rights and justice.

Will any other nations commit to safeguarding the survival of the most vulnerable, and of future generations? Such moral leadership would be warmly received by the three billion children and youth of the world. Note: These negotiations are not a ‘balance’ between science and pragmatism – when it comes to survival, there is no better pragmatism than the best science. We at CAN are looking forward to Monday’s lunchtime technical briefing on new science. We remind the AWG-KP of the Conclusions of their August 2007 session – to consider iterative review of science as new information becomes available.

Frustrations and Demand

The Chair of the Ad-hoc Working Group on Long Term Cooperative Action (AWG-LCA) has prepared the “focus paper” document in response to a request from Parties at its fourth session. The first part of the document has organized ideas and views expressed by the Parties in the last year in four chapters: Shared Vision; Enhanced Action on Adaptation; Enhanced Action on Mitigation; and Finance and Technology.

The building blocks under the Bali Action Plan were meant for full, effective and sustained implementation of the Convention through long-term cooperative action now, up to and beyond 2012. It was expected that the shared vision will uphold the ultimate objective of the Convention. However, the Chair’s text on Shared Vision has failed to do so as well as failed to capture the sense of urgency expressed by the developing countries. It is highly biased towards mitigation, which is important, but it should not be to the exclusion of adaptation to address unavoidable impacts. The chapter on Adaptation has not given any sense of implementation of adaptation action between now and 2012. The issue of equity has been recognized in the Convention but equity in adaptation has not been given any space in either the Shared Vision or Adaptation chapters. Ensuring equity in adaptation at international and national levels must be incorporated into the focus paper.

We call on rich countries, together, to make annual net government transfers of at least $100 billion by 2020 (additional to ODA targets) for clean energy, forest protection and climate adaptation. Does this amount seem high? Let’s look at this example. Assuming that the EU provides about €35 billion annually by 2020 to developing nations, the share of this contribution would amount to less than one and a half euro a week for each EU citizen. Less than a Bonn metro ticket. ECO would argue that this is a small price to pay for our planet’s life insurance policy.